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ABSTRACT
Most approaches to variability in Optimality Theory have attempted to make variationpossible
within the OT framework, i.e. to reformulate constraints and rankings to accommodate variable
and gradient linguistic facts. Sociolinguists have attempted to apply these theoretical advances
to the study of language variation, with an emphasis on language-interna1 variables (Auger 2001,
Cardoso 2001). Little attention has been paid to the array of externa1 factors that influence the
patterning of variation. In this paper, we argue that some variation pattems-specially those that
are socially meaningful-are actually the result of a three-grarnmar system. G, is the standard
grammar, which has to be available to the speaker to obtain these variation patterns. G; is the
vernacular grammar, which the speaker is likely to have acquired in his local community. Finally,
G, is an intergrammar, which is used by the speaker as his 'default' constraint set. G? is a
continuous ranking (Boersma & Hayes 2001) and domination relations are consciously altered
by the speakers to shape the appropriate and variable linguistic output. We illustrate this model
with analyses of English and Spanish.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Explaining language variation has been one of the rnain airns of Optimality Theory frorn its very
origins. There is an essential rnotivation for such an endeavour. Labov's pioneering work (1 966a,
1972) helped to establish two rnain principles: firstly, language is essentially variable; secondly.
this variation is principled and should, therefore, be the subject of attention of linguistic theory.
This is precisely why he suggested that sociolinguistics was nothing but reul linguistics, pointing
at the error of analysing language as an idealised, invariable model. Thus, if language is
essentially variable, any acceptable grarnrnatical rnodel should be able to explain and produce
variability. In other words, if Optirnality Theory had proved to be unable to produce variable
patterns, it would have lost part of its plausibility as an account of how grarnrnar works.
There are two key issues in the discussion of variability. First of all, the irnplications for
the standard OT conception of construints and rankings. At the beginning, linguists working in
OT had to decide how to rnake variation possible, that is to say, how to adapt the OT systern to
produce variable patterns. Once this has been achieved, a second question arises. It is not enough
that OT grarnrnars can produce variation. We also have to check whether these rnechanisrns of
variability are consistent with what we know about language variation and change, basically
through the findings of sociolinguistics.

11. IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSTRAINTS AND RANKINGS
Most OT analyses focus on situations where a well-established constraint ranking ('K)evaluates
al1 the possible candidates subrnitted by GEN and chooses one single optimal candidate. Sorne
of the constraints in that non-variable analysis rnay not be ranked, but this is non-crucial, i.e. it
does not have consequences for the selection of the optirnal candidate. This is illustrated in (1).
Candidate u is selected by a ranking where C, and C, have equal irnportance.

If we establish a dornination relationship of the type @, @, there will be no change in the
selected candidate (2). In this sense, non-ranking of constraints is just the expression of a lack
of argurnents favouring one dornination relationship over the other, given that the resulting
optimal candidate is going to be the sarne.
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One of the obvious possibilities when trying to produce variability is to introduce
mechanisms to obtain grammatical systems that do not choose just one single candidate or two
candidates in equal proportions. Nagy & Reynolds (1996,1997) suggest the concept of 'floating
constraints'. They claim that a floating constraint should be allowed to move freely within its
domain, even when the rest of constraints are hierarchically ranked. Thus, if we allow a
constraint C, to float freely in the hierarchically ranked domain {@, » @, » @,) we would get al1
these different possible combinations:

Other researchers have considered alternatives to these freely floating constraints (Anttila
1997. Schütze 1997). Anttila (1997) suggests that we can cope with variability by making use
of stratum-interna1 non-ranking. He divides constraints into sets "which are strictly ranked with
respect to each other, but internally random except for universal rankings" (Anttila 1997: 15).
He claims that "while mutually ranked, the sets are internally random reflecting the fact that the
constraints are equally important [...l.This forms the probabilistic component of the grammar"
(Anttila 1997: 21). Consequently, ifwe wanted to add a non-ranked constraint @, to the strictly
ranked @, >> C2 >> C;, it would have to be included forming a set with uny one of the ranked
constraints -with C; in the example presented in (4).

This does not niean that Anttila's (1997) approach cannot produce the same variation patterns
as the floating constraint model. It just implies a different theoretical approach that does not
allow a constraint to be freely-ranked with respect to a set of ranked constraints. Anttila has
subsequently moved on to propose a broader systen~ofpur[ially-ordered grammars, where the
approach that we have just presented is only a special case (Anttila & Cho 1998; Anttila 2002
a, b). He claims that "it is not clear which of these approaches is correct, if any. It may turn out
that some restricted version of the multiple grammars model [...] is sufficient. It may also be that
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the full power of multiple grammars is necessary. Finally, it is possible that something quite
different is needed (Anttila 2002c: 231).
That 'something quite different' that Anttila refers to is a more drastic detachment from
standard OT, represented by the continuous ranking scale (Boersma 1997,2000; Hayes 2000;
Boersma & Hayes 2001). The following quotation summarises the starting point ofthis approach:
It would be useful in what follows to consider rankings notas simple arrangements of constraint
pairs, but rather as the result of the constraints' each taking on a range of values on an abstract
continuum [...[ Within each band, [there is a] selection point, which is defined as the particular
value of strictness taken on by a constraint on a given speaking occasion.
Huyes (2000: 89-90)

Let us imagine a language where, as the result of an uncompleted sound change, al1
syllabic codas tend to be suppressed, except in a minority of cases where they are still retained.
ln most cases, the markedness constraint NOCODA ('avoid codas') would dominate the
faithfulness constraint M A X ('elements in the input must have a correspondent in the output').
lf we look at constraints as ranges of values which can vary minimally in each evaluation, we
could explain the variable presence or absence of coda consonants as the result of NOCODA
having a ranking value which is higher than M AX , but so close to it that overlapping may occur
(see figure 1). Al1 the details concerning how to calculate and use strictness values can be found
in Boersma & Hayes (2001: 47-50) and will be further discussed in section 1V of this paper.
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Figure 1. Strictness bands of NOCODAand MAX
following Hayes' (2000) niodel, adapted from
Cutillas (2003)
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111. THE APPLICATION TO SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDIES
111.1. What has been suggested so far: internal causes of variability
The theoretical developments proposed by Reynolds (1 994), Nagy & Reynolds (1 996,1997) and
Anttila (1997) have been used in sociolinguistic studies by Cardoso (2001) and Auger (2001).
The application of these theories to sociolinguistic data has shown a potential to describe the
linguistic behaviour of both the speaking community and the individual quite accurately, thus
accounting for variable patterns.
In spite of this apparent success, there are some problems in these analyses. First of al],
the data under study is quite unusual in quantitative sociolinguistics. The authors focus on a
practically extinct language -Picard-,
analysing written materials (Auger) or a mixture of
written and spoken extracts (Cardoso). Given that the (relatively few) speakers of the language
are older men living in rural, isolated areas. there is no chance for class or gender differentiation.
Practically the same applies to stylistic variation. As Cardoso points out "Picard, as a dying (or
recessive) language, is characterized by monostylism. [...] Languages in the process of decay are
mostly used in a single formality style" (Cardoso 2001: 31 1). Stylistic effects are created by
distinguishing three levels of formality (conversation, translation and written texts). Therefore,
most of the discussion is limited to purely linguistic variability based on internal factors. with no
reference to external causes of variation.
The reason why external factors are avoided may be found in OT literature. Anttila
remarks that "it is not the business of grammatical theory to explain the effects of sex, age, style,
register and social class" (Anttila 2002c: 212) before sketching two possible scenarios.
Variability based on sex or style can be 'modular' and have no interaction with language-interna1
variation. Consequently, socially meaningful variability is just the result of a selection from a set
of available grammars. The 'antimodular' approach suggests that internal and external
constraints operate at the sanle leve1 and can, therefore, be mixed.
111.2. What is left to say: external causes of variability
When we talk about variability, we cannot forget that variation related to linguistic factors is just
one of the types that we may find. In fact, sociolinguists have been interested in many different
kinds of extra-linguistic factors affecting linguistic performance. Considering language-externa1
factors in an OT approach to variability is certainly challenging. Firstly, because the definition
of these variables is sometimes difficult and controversial; secondly, because it introduces
concepts such as language loyalty, prestige and identity building, which are quite outside the
interests of most theoretical linguists.
Sociolinguistics has substantially advanced since its origins in the mid 1960s. More
specifically, the way we look at independent variables has been modified quite significantly. As
a matter of fact, these advances pose new challenges and problems to OT analyses of variation.
I,et us take the example of stylistic variation. In the very first sociolinguistic studies, it was seen
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as the result of different levels of attention paid to one's speech (Labov 1966a. 1972: Trudgill
1974). Subsequent research has shown that informal styles are not necessarily the result of
carelessness, but rather a sign of adequacy to context. In addition, 'formal' choices are not
necessarily more faithful than informal ones. Most researchers (inside and outside OT) assume
that different styles are the result of different grammars. In a way, they are reílecting a view of
style that is very convenient for the purpose of linguistic theory. but quite contrary to
developments in stylistic theory over the last twenty years.
Whether we consider style as a reflection of social variation (Bell 1984) or social
variation as a reflection of style (Finegan & Biber 1991), we notice that stylistic variation is
essentially gradual. This was first suggested by Boersma & Hayes (2001 : 82-83). Let us consider
the example of Couplands' study of the speech of a sales assistant in a travel agency (1980,
1984). Her use of non-standard forms depended quite heavily on the occupational status of her
clients. With very few exceptions. the assistant's speech to members of each social class went
parallel to the class members' own speech. The shift in her speech reached 55% in the direction
of that of her clients, but that depended on the status difference between the client and the
assistant. What we are describing is an essentially gradual phenomenon. We could, of course.
suggest that the assistant has got six or seven formality grammars and chooses one of them
depending on the perceived social and personal features of the interlocutor. But in that case, we
would obtain a pattern of variation that is too neut. Once one grammar is assigned to one speaker,
we should expect exactly the same percentage of variation along the whole conversational
exchange. From research. we know that speakers can adapt and modulate their non-standardness
depending on al1 sorts of external factors. Thus. we can start a conversation with an 80% of use
of standard forms and move towards non-standardness gradually, making minimal changes that
indicate continuity rather than an abrupt shift from one grammar to another'. In more recent
approaches to stylistic variation, speakers are assumed to design their speech as a projection of
a self-image (see Coupland 1985, 2001; Schilling-Estes 1999, 2002; or Traugott & Romaine
1985, for example). From these new perspectives, we are no longer talking about grammar
selection based on the interlocutor's identity or a formal or casual context, but rather about a
conscious process of identity building which is variable and orderly irregular.
Let us now consider the case of gender-based variablity. At the very beginning of
sociolinguistic studies, gender was seen as an objective quality of the person. Individuals were
socialised as either male or female. and this was in turn reflected by their linguistic behaviour.
Thus. there would be 'male' constraint rankings and 'female' constraint rankings. Again, these
two would be modulated depending on different external factors, such as context, addressee, age
or social class. However. a draslically different viewpoint is suggested by Cameron (1998),
based on the work of the philosopher Judith Butler (1990) and her concept ofperf0rrnativity. In
agreement with what we commented on style, the linguistic behaviour of male or female speakers
is seen as a projection. rather than as a reflection. Men or women do not speak the way thcy do
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because of who they are; rather. they build their identity on the basis of their linguistic use.
Consequently. "it is unhelpful for linguists to continue to use models of gendered speech which
imply that masculinity and femininity are monolithic constructs, automatically giving rise to
predictable (and utterly different) patterns of verbal interaction" (Cameron 1998: 282). Adapting
Cameron's words to an OT perspective, it is unhelpful to attempt to explain gender-based
variation using monolithic constraint rankings, automatically giving rise to predictable variable
distributions. According to this new vicw of gendcr, speakers would be consciously altering their
constraint rankings and linguistic outputs. It is not as simple as choosing from one of the
available multiple grammars; what we see is a complex process of speech construction.
From facts about style and gender, we can infer that (i) variation is essentially gruduul
-in line with Boersma & H a y e s a n d (ii) it can perfectly be conscious. This is why we propose
that we should approach variability from a gradual perspective, limiting the complexity of the
multiple grammar model and leaving enough theoretical space for conscious choice to play a
central part in the explanation of linguistic variability. We cannot agree with Anttila's ( 2 0 0 2 ~ )
in considering external factors as something hardly relevant for an O T theory of variation. On
the contrary, these play an essential role, providing us with arguments to select one variable
grammar model over the others.

IV. CONTINUOUS RANKING AND THE THREE-GRAMMAR MODEL
We shall propose a model of analysis of external variation which is based on two main
principles: (i) a continuous ranking approach to contraints (Boersma 1997, 2000; Hayes 2000;
Boersma & Hayes 2001) and (ii) a limited number of available grammars.
According to this view, constraints are not monolithic entities that always select one
single optimal candidate, or more than one if the ranking is arranged following one of the
approaches discussed in section 11 Rather, constraints are seen as strictne.ss bunds, with their
relative importance being assessed and checked against the rest in every evaluation and thus,
subject to (minimal, although sometimes crucial) variation.
Every time a candidate is evaluated. the grammar selects a particular point within the
strictness bands of the different constraints. Under stochusric evulucrtion, this point varies
whenever we choose a candidate. The extent to which this variation can be allowed in every
evaluation is explicitly stated in the grammatical system, in the form of an ev~iluutionnoise. The
mathematical implementation of this systen~is Sairly simple. Strictness bands are seen as a range
of values forming a normal distribution. Givcn a mean (the central ranking vcrlue) and a standard
deviation (the evriluurion noise), we can obtain al1 sorts of patterns of grammatical variation (for
more details, see Boersma & flayes 2001).
Idet us consider the possibility that. apart from the evaluation noise -which generates
variablc selection points-, tlie system is also subject to n~eaningfulvariations of ranking values
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consciously caused by the individual. The action of the speaker favouring the change in ranking
values is the consequence of the availability of two different linguistic systems, which are seen
as points of reference. The pattern is fairly straightforward. In many languages, we find that
speakers use variable percentages of standard forms and non-standard, usually local forms. The
exact percentage of use of each form depends on independent variables such as style, gender or
social class. Let us assume that the speaker has three grammars available to hirnther, which we
shall cal1 G,, G2and G,.
G , is the standard, prestigious variety associated with education and propriety. It provides
speakers with an alternative to their 'native' G, forms, which can be chosen for a variety of
purposes, either permanently or just in specific contexts. G, is the local grammar available to the
community. The values expressed through this grammar are those of language loyalty and covert
prestige, among others (see, for instante, Trudgill 1972). The system is acknowledged as part of
the identity of the speech community. but it usually has connotations of non-standardness.
Finally, we have G2,which is an intermediate, personal grammatical system. In much the same
way that the learner of a foreign language builds an intermediate system between her mother
tongue and the target language (interlunguage, see Selinker 1972) or between two different
dialects (iilterdiulect, see Trudgill 1986: 63), it is reasonable to assume that the speaker in contact
with two different grammars builds hislher own constraint ranking.
G2 is the default grammar used by the speaker, both in everyday, informal contexts and
in other more formal situations. In informal contexts. G, may or may not be identical to the local
grammar (G,), depending on a complex series of social variables.' In formal contexts, G2will be
more or less similar to the standard grammar (G,) depending on the availability of the standard
forms and the conscious choice of the speaker.' The most defining feature of this grammar is that
it is extremely dynamic, depending on the needs of the individual speaker. Taking G , and G; as
references values, the individual designs hisíher speech conveying different sorts of social and
personal meaning, thus projecting a self-image and building a linguistic identity. We have
attempted to summarise the links between these grammars in (5).

G1
- Standard
- Overtly
prestigious
reference

G3

-

Grarnmar in

- Dynamic

-

Consciously
adaptable
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The system that we have just described is certainly identical in results to the 'style
sensitivity' approach of Boersma & Hayes (2001 : 82-83), as far as the behaviour of the speaker's
current grammar is concerned (G,). The difference is essentially theoretical. lnstead of
establishing two abstract points in a stylistic continuum, we suggest that we should assume two
linguistic systems on their own right. Among other reasons, because these systems can be
claimed to exist and are observable. By approaching one or the other, the speaker conveys the
ineanings that are associated with each one of the reference linguistic varieties. If the speaker
approaches the standard -an accent as acceptable as any other-. he is probably attempting to
convey the positive value judgments associated with the standard (education, propriety, formality,
etc.). However, if the speaker approaches the vemacular -again, an accent like any other, not
a 'casual' or 'careless' version of the standard-, helshe is probably trying to transmit the
positive values associated with the local forms (language loyalty and group membership, among
others). The obvious advantage is that this analysis can then be easily extended to other externa1
variables.
IV.1. The three grammar system in English
In his New York City study. Labov (1966a) reports the case of Susan Salto. who showed striking
stylistic shifts for variable (r). Simplifying the facts. in that variety of English (r) can be realised
in two different ways: either it is pronounced as [i], or it is suppressed. Salto used the standard

variant [.I] 100% of the times in her most careful style and suppressed it in 98% of the cases in
casual style (6).
(6)

Percentage of the [i] variant in the speech of Susan Salto
MP
WL
RP
IS
CS4

100%
61%
58%
26%
2%

Let us now look at this data from the three-grammar perspective. The standard granlmar
(G,) establishes that coda Ir1 cannot be suppressed. Consequently, M A X must be high-ranked.
making sure that candidates which are not faithful to the input are rejected. We also need a
markedness constraint, militating against Ir/ in coda position. We shall assume that this constraint
CODA/^ as shown in (7).
is CODA/^.^ Thus, the constraint ranking in G, will be M A X
On the other hand, the local grammar (G,) demands that Ir1 in coda position has to be
deleted. The niarkedness constraint CODA/^ is ranked over MAX,thus selecting the unfaithful
candidate (8).
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(7) G , grammar: [I] kept in coda position in the word guard.
/g3ld/

M AX

*

m a. [ g x d ]

b. [ g ~ d ]

CODA/^

*!

(8) G3granimar: [I] deleted in coda position in the word guard.

Susan's linguistic behaviour implies a total ranking reversal from minimal pair reading
(MP) to casual style (CS) and a transition area which goes gradually from G , to G,. One could
argue that this can be explained by posing three more grammars (Word List grammar, Reading
Passage grammar and Interview Style grammar). But there are good reasons against this logic.
Firstly, these different styles are arbitrarily established. Why could not we have a distinction
between an informal interview style anda job interview style? Or a casual style talking to friends
as opposed to a casual style talking to colleagues? These distinctions are perfectly reasonable and
we would be forced to propose some more grammars to explain these new chunks of the stylistic
continuum. Secondly, Labov's styles are essentially artificial. We do not read minimal pair lists.
We rarely, if ever, read aloud. However, the methodology followed by Labov is useful insofar
as it help us to visualize the continuum of style shift. It is not reasonable to assume that we have
dozens of grammars to explain a change, step by step. from M AX » CODA/^ (7) to CODA/^ ))
M AX (8). Rather, we can sketch a simple OT account of sociolinguistic facts by accepting
continuous ranking scales and the three-granimar system that we outlined in the previous section.
We base our calculations on the model presented in Boersma & Ilayes (2001). We have
to go froni the percentages of variation that we have obsewed to the relevant ranking values,
assuming a standard deviation of 2.6The resulting ranking values are presented in (9). Note that
we have decided that the markedness constraint has a fixed ranking value of 80. Variation derives
from a change in the ranking value of the faithfulness constraint M AX . Although, in principle,
there are different possibilities to obtain the same result, we suggest the hypothesis tliat
markedness constraints have a fixed place in the ranking -as a result of their 'physical
groundingl- and faithfulness constraints are allowed to niove.
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(9) Ranking values of M AX and CODA/^ and derived oercentages of variation

1

1

Ranking value

/ Percentage of [ A ] 1 Ranking value 1 Percentage of 0 1

From these results, we can establish the ranking values of M AX and CODA/^ in the two
reference grammars, G, and G,. In the standard grammar -G,-.
M AX would have a ranking
value of 91 '3 1, whereas CODA/^ would be assigned a ranking value of 80. Thus, coda Ir/ would
ulw~iyxbe pronounced. In the local grammar -G3-,
M AX would have a ranking value of 68'69
and CODA/^ would always dominate M AX , so that codalrl would never be pronounced. In Susan
Salto's personal and variable grammar (G2).which takes G, and G? as the points of reference for
the construction of social meaning. the values of M AX range from 91'31 to 68'69, being
consciously modulated by the speaker.
'The advantage of this model is that it does not assume the existence of multiple
gramnlars. Rather, it suggests that there are two reference models and one personal grammar
based on the principle of continuous ranking. Furthem~ore.it acknowledges the possibility that
the speaker modulates hisher own constraint ranking to accommodate the extralinguistic context,
to project a desired self-image or to build an identity. Grammar is no longer seen as a fully
automated mechanism; personal and rneaningful decisions are granted a place.

IV.2. The three grammar system in Spanish
Cutillas-Espinosa & Hernández-Campoy (2004) study the linguistic behaviour of a radio
presenter at a local station in Murcia (Spain). More specifically. they compare his use of the
standard and non-standard variants of variable (S),amongst some other prominent variables in
the local dialect. In Murcia. (S) can be realised as either [S] -the standard, Castilian Spanish
form- or as 0, causing changes in the preceding vowels (for details, see Efernández-Campoy
& Trudgill 2002).
Let us first define the two grammatical systems used as a source. The local variety of
is characterised by the practically total absence of consonant codas,
Murcian Spanish -Gjexcept for the nasal 1111. The standard variety -Castilian Spanish, G,- allows different types
of one-member codas and a few complex codas of the type <onsonant+/s/- as in ins. truc.ci(jn
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'instruction' or bi.ceps.%ne of the most common codas in Castilian Spanish is /S/, which is
systematically suppressed in Murcian Spanish. We shall propose two constraints, which are very
similar to the ones in the preceding analysis: M AX (elements in the input must have a
correspondent in the output) and NOCODA(codas are not allowed). The ranking of these two
constraints in G, and G, are the following:
(10)

Rankings of M AX and NOCODAin G , and G,
G, (Standard Castilian Spanish): M AX » NOCODA
G j (Local Murcian Variety): NOCODA» M AX

Given an input /pésas/ ('weights'), G, and G, would select the following optimal candidates (1 1
and 12).
(1 1) G, grammar: Coda consonant presewed

(12) G, grammar: Coda consonant suppressed, causing vowel changes.

Cutillas-Espinosa & Hernández-Campoy (2004) study the differences in (S) deletion in
the speech of the presenter in two different performances: (i) in broadcasting, when talking to
a predominantly non-standard speaking audience on the phone; (ii) in a formal interview with
the researchers. The results obtained are shown in (13).
(13)
Broadcasting:
Interview:

Variant 1 (Standard): [S]

Variant 2 (Local): 0

89%
1%
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The presenter of the radio programme used an overwhelming majority of standard [S]forms when
talking to audience n~emberson the phone during broadcasting. In spite of the fact that audience
members were non-standard speakers, he kept a high degree of standardisation. This was due,
according to his own words, to an attempt to express 'respect' and awareness of being heard by
an audience (G, being identified with 'respectability' and 'correctness'). The interview with the
two researchers wasperfo~medby the presenter in a different way, in spite of the fact that an
interview with a linguist is not precisely a 'casual' context. Two factors have to be considered.
Firstly, the researchers used a local accent and the presenter shifted towards a practically
complete absence of coda /S/ accordingly. Secondly, the presenter was aware of the linguists'
curiosity for his high standardisation in broadcasting and, during the conversation, he insisted on
a positive -although contradictory- view of the vernacular (G;). It could be argued that he
showed that he had no prejudice against Murcian Spanish by using G3forms extensively. The
picture, therefore, is more complex than a purely formal vs casual contrast in one single grammar
as suggested in the appendix to Boersma & Hayes (2001: 82-83).
Again, we shall interpret the data in terms ofthe three-grammar system and a continuous
ranking. The value rankings of M AX and NOCODAin G, 4 a s t i l i a n Spanish grammar- are
91'3 1 and 80, respectively, making sure that /S/ in coda position is alwuys pronounced. On the
other hand, the value rankings of MAXand NOCODAin G, -the local grammar-are 68'69 and
80, respectively, making sure that /S/ in coda position is never pronounced. Taking those values
as a reference, the radio presenter builds his own grammar -G2-.
Its observed values are
calculated following the procedure described in the previous section. The results are presented
in (14).
(14) Rankine values of M AX and NOCODAand derived Dercentaaes of variation.

- -< ---

(

Ranking value

1 Percentage of

[S]

1 Ranking value 1 Percentage of 0 1

Thus, the observed ranking values of M AX in the presenter's grammar -G2range from
83'46 to 73'4. This variation in ranking values is meaningful and, again, it points towards a
dynamic and continuous system delimited by the values of the two reference grammars, G , and
G,. For example, it is reasonable to assume that, when the presenter addresses the station
director, the ranking value of M AX may be significantly lowered below the 83'46 ranking value
of broadcasting, or raised above the 73'4 value selected for the interview. Thus, we admit that
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the presenter can play with ranking values, which is an extremely effective way to describe the
stylistic continuum.
IV.3. Three or more?
So far we have looked at an ideal -although commonly found- linguistic situation where the
speaker is only exposed to hvo linguistic models. the standard and the local. However, we have
to admit the possibility that a speaker may be exposed to more than one local grammar or, more
rarely, more than one standard. It is also very likely that there is more than one standard or nonstandard variant for each variable. This just adds sonle mathematical complexity to the system,
but it remains fully operational. The fact that continuous ranking works with probability makes
it the best approach to cope with the complexities of language variation and change.
IV.4. Going beyond style-shifting
At this point, it would be reasonable to wonder whether the three-grammar system is just
applicable to style-shifting. We argue that it can be generalised to other sociolinguistic variables,
such as gender (see discussion in section 111.2) or social class. Such generalization is posible if
we assume a constructivist view of language variability, whereby variation is not a reflection of
personal characteristics, but rather a projection and construction of one's self-image. In O T
terms, this view implies that the speaker is able to control ranking values consciously.
Let us take the case of social class. Labov (1966b) re-analysed his New York City study
data taking into account how many of his informants could be regarded as socially 'upwardly
mobile'.' In Labov's study, variable (dh) -1ike in rhis, t&n, &rehas two variants: the
standard one [b] and the non-standard [d]. In (15) we show how patterns vary depending on
whether working class and lower middle class members are upwardly mobile.
(1 5) Use of the non-standard [d] variant (this
Workinr! Class
Upw~irdlyMohile:
St~ihle:

27%
80%

>

[dis]) depending on class and social mobility.

Lower Middle Class
17%
50%

attempt to move-from one social class to another
As we can see, people who move-r
change their linguistic behaviour quite substantially, so that instead of preserving their grammar
in a different situation, "upwardly mobile individuals ~idjust(emphasis mine) the frequency of
certain linguistic variables in order to sound more like the class they are joining and less like the
one they are leaving" (Chambers 1995: 55). This suggests that it is not enough to claim that there
is a 'working class granmar' or a 'lower middle class' granmar, which are fixed and acquired
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by the individual. Rather, there is a conscious process of identity building, via linguistic means.
In other words, given two pieces of grammar extracted from two different grammatical systems
(G,, this [ars]; G,, this [drs]), the speaker is able to adjust his own grammar (G,) in the
direction of the standard (G,) and convey a meaningful declaration of a particular social group
membership.
Again. the fact that personal grammars are not monolithically preserved throughout a
person's life favours the idea of continuous rankings and the three-grammar system. Under this
approach, variation is essentially continuous, meaningful and conscious.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have attempted to show how sociolinguistic theory can contribute to propose an
OT model of variability that is grounded on more than four decades of extensive research. We
have started by reviewing different approaches to variability in OT literature and their
applications to sociolinguistic studies. The phonologists' concern has been to find a way to
describe gradient and variable facts in an architecture which was designed to select just one
optimal candidate. discarding the rest. Different solutions have been suggested. The
sociolinguists' concern has been to apply these models of variability to real data, but there has
been a tendency to limit this endeavour to the explanation of language-interna1 variability.
We have commented on the complexity of external factors. We disagree with Anttila's
remark ( 2 0 0 2 ~that
) the explanation of these facts is not the business of grammatical descriptions.
It is true that they add a lot of complexity to the picture, but we agree with Hayes' idea that "at
present linguistics is not dijficult enough" (Hayes 2000: 118). However, it is reasonable to
assume -and this is probably close to what Anttila meant-that the study of these external facts
is not central to phonological discussion.
The question is not only that external facts need to be explained, but also that they can
provide us with valuable information for the choice of an OT model of variability. We cannot
just claim that anything that produces variation is an acceptable solution. We also have to pay
attention to the patterns of variability that are found in the real world, because these can be used
as the criteria for the choice among the different OT models. We have concluded that the
continuous ranking approach to variation (Boersma & Hayes 2001) seems to be the one that best
fits sociolinguistic knowledge. It is capable ofdescribing and producing both drastic and minimal
adjustments to linguistic outputs.
ln addition to continuous ranking, we propose a basic, three-grammar model of
variability. There would be two reference grammars, G, -the standard-and G3-the localand one intermediate, personal grammar -G2which may be closer to G, or G, depending on
contextual, socio-demographic or just personal factors.
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In spite of its apparent difficulty, this approach could prove useful. It rnay help to
overcorne the traditional gap between theoretical phonology -for sociolinguists, urmchuir
linguistics- and real-world patterns, which have to be the centre of our business.
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NOTES:
1 .A similar idea is presented in Boersma & Hayes (2001: 82-83) where they assume a casual to formal continuum.
with gradual stylistic variations based on an equation. The difference is that we do not refer to 'formal' and 'casual'
within the sanie grammar; rather. we look at stylistic variation as the result of taking two different grammars on their
own right as reference points. This analysis can then be extended to the analysis of other independent variables, or
to the analysis of stylistic variation under audience or speaker design-based approaches.

2.The relative similarity of G, to one of the grammatical models +ither the standard or the local- will depend on
factors such as gender, social class. age and social network. The discussion of the effects of each specific factor is
outside the scope of this study.
3.We are assuming that speakers have access to the standard grammar (G,) and, ofcourse, this is not necessarily the
case. They may have a limited access to it, or they may have constructed a personal version of what they see as the
standard grammar. In niuch the same way, speakers niay have a limited access to the grammar of the local
community (G,), ifwe assume that their link to the community's social network and vemacular speech is very weak.
In order to illustrate the theory, we shall assume that the speaker has full access to G, and G,, although the possibility
of having an individual version of these grammars cannot be discarded.
4.MP: Minimal Pairs; WL: Word List; RP: Reading Passage; IS: lnterview Style; CS: Casual Style. The data have
been extracted from Chambers (1995: 20).
5.This constraint is similar to the ones proposed by Hammond ( 1999) in his analysis of English phonotactics.
6.We carried out the following calculation to go from percentages to ranking values. Given that ranking values are
~ x *CODA/~'S
means (X),
based on an arbitrary scale, the essential point is to calculate the difference b e t w e e n ~ and
which justifies each specific percentage of variation. Let us see, for instante, what difference in ranking value has
to separate MAX and CODA/^ to explain that Susan Salto uses variable [.I] 6 1% of the times when reading a word
list:
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If *CoDA/r - N (p?. 02') and MAX - N (p,, o 1 2and
) both are independent, then
X = *ConAir-MAX - N (p2-p,, 02'+o13)
If X<O. then MAX )) CODA/^

-

P[Z

(,u>- pl

= 0'61

(which corresponds to an f(x) value of 0'28)

Thus. the ranking value of MAX will be the same as that of *CoDA/r, plus 0'79, to generate 61% of the standard
variant [J]. We shall assurne that *CoDA/rhas aranking value of80. Consequently, MAXmust have a ranking value
of 80'79.
7.111fact, a 100% probability cannot be obtained, as probability distributions tend tom, If M AX has a ranking value
of 91'3 1. there is a 99'997% probability that it will dominate *Co~Air.The same applies to 0%.
8.There are few words in Castilian Spanish that have word-final complex codas, such asbrceps orforceps. They are
usually loans that can be regarded as peripheral to the system. However. word-interna1 combinations of-consonant
+ S- are more common: abs./rlr.so 'abshuse'. cons.tre.ñir 'constraint', uds.oip.ción 'assignment'. In these cases.
it is quite usual to drop the first consonant and siinpli@ tlie coda to a single /S/in pronunciation:~~.
trz(.so. cos.tre.ñir,
as.crip. cion (Alarcos 1994: 40).
9.F0r details, see Labov (l966b). A good summary of the facts can be found in Chambers (1995: 55-57).
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